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Abstract

The CommonKADS methodology� which is currently being developed as
a successor to the KADS methodology� has suggested a considerable number
of alterations or extensions to the modelling approaches used in KADS� This
paper reviews these changes by applying the CommonKADS approach to two
KBS systems which were originally engineered using a version of KADS� the
IMPRESS system� for diagnosing faults in plastic moulding machinery� and
the X�MATE system� for advising on whether a mortgage application should
be granted� The focus of the work is on the modelling of expertise �domain�
inference and task levels� in CommonKADS�

The conclusion of the paper is that the new approaches recommended
by CommonKADS are all valuable for KADS�based KBS projects� although
some of the �libraries	 of techniques are currently very small� However� the
new approach to domain modelling would bene
t from some guidance on
ontological classi
cation�

� Introduction

CommonKADS is the name of the methodology which is emerging from the ongo�
ing KADS�II project which is being funded under the ESPRIT programme
 Com�
monKADS is an extended and revised version of the KADS methodology	 which is
probably the most widely used methodology for KBS development in Europe
 Com�
monKADS also aims to incorporate parts of other knowledge engineering methods
� principally the Generic Tasks approach �Chandrasekaran	 ����� and the Com�
ponents of Expertise approach �Steels	 ���� � into the KADS methodology �see
�Wielinga et al	 ����� for details�

It was decided that two KBS projects which had been originally developed

with the aid of KADS	 or a variant of KADS	 would be re�engineered using Com�
monKADS in order to obtain �rst�hand experience of the advantages and disadvan�
tages of CommonKADS
 The projects chosen were the X�MATE project	 which de�
veloped a KBS for deciding whether mortgages should be granted �Kingston	 �����	
and the IMPRESS project	 which produced a KBS for diagnosing faults in plastic
moulding machinery �Kingston	 �����

The KADS methodology views KBS development as a modelling process
 To

this end	 it recommends that a number of di�erent models are developed in the
process of building a KBS�

� The model of cooperation helps identify tasks which a KBS could usefully
perform


� The model of expertise represents knowledge about how a task should be
performed
 This model is divided into four layers� domain layer	 inference
structure	 task structure and strategy layer


�



� KBS design is performed by functional decomposition	 behavioural design and
physical design
 Each of these stages can be modelled	 although KADS pro�
vided little guidance on modelling behavioural design or physical design


For more information on KADS	 see �Hickman et al	 �����	 �Tansley � Hayball	 �����
or �Schreiber et al	 �����

There are many di�erences between KADS and the current version of Com�

monKADS
 However	 the di�erences can loosely be grouped into six categories�

�
 CommonKADS now o�ers an organisational model	 which helps identify busi�
ness problems and opportunities
 In addition	 the model of cooperation has
now been renamed the task model	 and aspects of the task modelling have
been transferred to �and extended in� the agent model and the communica�
tion model


�
 There is now a suggested set of models to represent the domain knowledge in
the model of expertise


�
 The �generic� inference structures	 which have often been considered the key to
the success of KADS	 have been found to require considerable customisation
for almost every project carried out using KADS
 CommonKADS provides
con�gurable inference structures	 which can be adapted to produce a better
�t to the requirements of a particular project than any of KADS� �generic�
inference structures


�
 The task structure has undergone considerable change
 CommonKADS re�
quires a task speci�cation to be written	 which is then instantiated into a
task body using one of a number of problem solving methods
 For example	 if
the task was diagnosing faults in a car engine	 the problem solving method
chosen might be �generate and test�
 The choice of problem solving method
replaces the former strategy level of knowledge	 and the resulting task body
is a big step towards the production of a design model


�
 There are now modelling languages available for describing KADS models� the
high�level Conceptual Modelling Language �CML� and the Formal Modelling
Language �ML��


�
 Some guidance on project management is currently being developed


This paper will describe the re�engineering of the domain	 inference and task
levels of expertise in IMPRESS and X�MATE �items �	� and � above�
 For more
information on the Organisational and Task models	 see �deHoog et al	 ����� and
�deGreef � Breuker	 ����� respectively� for information on the project management
aspects of CommonKADS	 see �Taylor et al	 �����
 No detailed discussion of CML
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had been published at the time of writing	 but a discussion of ML� can be found
in �van Harmelen � Balder	 �����

Much of the analysis carried out for this project was performed usingKads Tool

from ILOG
 AIAI wishes to thank ILOG for its support in this project


��� How to Model Using CommonKADS

In KADS	 modelling of expertise was usually performed by selecting an generic in�
ference structure from the appropriate library	 modelling the domain su�ciently to
instantiate the inference structure to the current application	 and then proceeding
with task modelling and design
 CommonKADS suggests a number of approaches
to modelling ��Wielinga et al	 ������	 including�

� bottom�up assembly of models from data�

� model assembly around a problem solving method �e
g
 for a constraint sat�
isfaction problem��

� model assembly from generic components �as in KADS��

� model speci�cation based on top�down task decomposition�

� adapting models by knowledge di�erentiation �introducing new knowledge
roles to circumvent computational or pragmatic constraints��

� model generation by structure mapping


In the project described in this paper	 the primary modelling method used
was model assembly from generic components
 However	 occasional use of other
approaches was found to be useful � bottom�up assembly was used in domain mod�
elling	 and a form of knowledge di�erentiation was used to ensure that all relevant
domain categories were represented in the inference structure


��� Overview of this Paper

This paper looks at the three levels of expertise modelling in CommonKADS in
turn
 For each level	 a brief introduction is given	 followed by description and
results of the re�engineering of X�MATE and IMPRESS
 Finally	 an evaluation of
the CommonKADS techniques for that level is provided

Currently	 CommonKADS� main guidance on generic components is at the in�

ference level	 and so the �rst step in the re�engineering process was to develop an
inference structure
 For this reason	 the inference level of CommonKADS is de�
scribed before the domain level
 In practice	 however	 it was found that these two
levels tended to be developed simultaneously	 with modelling at one level helping to
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guide and re�ne the other
 The task level was not developed until the other levels
were complete	 and so it is described last
 The conclusion to the paper highlights
the perceived strengths and weaknesses of expertise modelling in CommonKADS


� The Inference Level in CommonKADS� Con�

�gurable Inference Structures

When developing an expertise model in KADS	 one of the �rst actions which a
knowledge engineer performed was to identify the task type of the KBS application
�examples of task types include heuristic classi�cation	 assessment	 and con�gura�
tion�
 On the basis of this decision	 an inference structure was selected from KADS�
library of task�related models�
 The next step was to instantiate the knowledge roles
and inference actions in the inference structure to terms from the domain
 However	
it was commonly found that this process required alterations to the structure of the
generic model	 rather than merely instantiating its nodes� both the X�MATE and
the IMPRESS projects demonstrated this
 CommonKADS� solution to this prob�
lem is to decompose the inference structures in the library into components	 and to
provide guidance on con�guring an inference structure to a particular application

The guidance is provided by a set of questions which the knowledge engineer must
ask himself about the project

At present	 the CommonKADS consortium has only de�ned con�gurable in�

ference structure components for the Assessment task type
 X�MATE�s task of
deciding whether to grant mortgages was identi�ed as an assessment task	 while
the IMPRESS project classi�ed the diagnosis faults in plastic moulding machinery
as a systematic diagnosis task
 The X�MATE project will therefore be used to
provide the worked example for this section


��� Using KADS on the X�MATE Project

The main contribution of KADS to the X�MATE project was the inference struc�
ture for assessment tasks
 This inference structure is shown in Figure �
 When
the X�MATE project was carried out	 it was found that this structure needed to
be changed in at least one respect in order to re�ect the task of mortgage applica�
tion assessment� the �ideal system model� in the top right�hand corner had to be
changed to �several typical non�ideal cases�
 The reason for this change was that
mortgage application assessment is carried out by trying to identify danger signals
in mortgage applications	 rather than identifying aspects of the application which
match the pro�le of an ideal applicant
 See �Kingston	 ����� for more details


�This library is often known as the library of interpretation models because� at least in theory�
its models contained more guidance than inference structures alone�
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Case description System model

Norms

Decision class

Abstract case
description match

abstract specify

Figure �� KADS inference structure for Assessment tasks

��� Using Con�gurable Inference Structures on the X�

MATE Project

In CommonKADS	 however	 the basic model for Assessment tasks is simply the
matching of a case description with a systemmodel to produce a decision �Figure ��

This model is then extended by asking a series of questions about the application
�

These questions ask the knowledge engineer about each knowledge role
 Depending
on the answer to each question	 inference functions and knowledge roles may be
inserted into the inference structure
 For example	 if the question�

case
description

decision class

system model

match case

Figure �� Basic inference structure for Assessment tasks in CommonKADS

�The full set of questions� and of consequent model components� can be found in
�L�ockenho� � Valente� �		
��
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� Is the case description already abstract enough to be matched�

was answered NO	 then an abstract inference function and an abstract case de�
scription knowledge role would be added between the case description knowledge
role and match case inference function

For the X�MATE project	 the questions were answered as follows�

� Is the case description already abstract enough to be matched�
YES
 A mortgage application form contains all the requisite information in
an accessible form


� Is the system model already speci�c enough to be matched�
NO
 As a result of this answer	 a specify inference function is added to the
inference structure	 and further questions are asked about the speci�cation
process


� Is the system model suitable for use in the speci�cation process �or does it
need to be focused because there is more than one type of system��
It needs to be FOCUSED since there are � �systemmodels�	 which correspond
to the � main reasons for defaulting on mortgages
 A focus inference function
is therefore added


� Is the speci�cation of the measurement system independent from the case
description�
YES
 Therefore	 the case description should provide input to the focus
inference function	 not the specify inference function


� Is the decision class the direct result of matching the case against the mea�
surement system �i
e
 measuring the case��
NO
 The decision class depends on the sum of several matches of the case
against the measurement system


� Is the decision class the result of a computation�
YES
 As a result	 a compute inference function and another specify infer�
ence function are included


The resulting inference structure is shown in Figure �	 and its instantiation to
the domain of mortgage application assessment is shown in Figure �
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grade

grading criteriadecision
classes

set of norms specify

compute

measure

system modelcase
description focus

measurement
system

focussed
system model

specify

specify

Figure �� Inference structure for Assessment tasks	 con�gured to the task of
mortgage application assessment
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specify
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indicating risk

individual risk
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level of risk
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acceptable
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various data
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application form
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Figure �� Con�gured inference structure for Assessment tasks	 instantiated to
the domain of mortgage application assessment
�

��� Evaluation of Con�gurable Inference Structures

The inference structure in Figure � re�ects the process of mortgage application
assessment much more accurately than the structure shown in Figure �
 The con�

�The knowledge role which is outlined in bold lines represents static knowledge � that is� the
knowledge in this knowledge role is not changed during the inference process� The distinction
between static and dynamic knowledge roles is another innovation in CommonKADS�
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�guration process takes little time	 and can be done even by novice knowledge
engineers �see �Robertson	 ����� or �van Beuzekom	 ������
 On the basis of these
observations	 con�gurable inference structures are judged to be a valuable tool for
knowledge modelling


� The Domain Level in CommonKADS� Domain

Models

Having con�gured an appropriate inference structure	 the domain level of the ex�
pertise model can be completed
 While domain modelling was recommended in the
KADS methodology	 the only real guidance given was on the analysis of transcripts
from interviews� it was suggested that the knowledge engineer should identify do�
main concepts from the transcript	 and if possible	 structure these in a hierarchy

CommonKADS has taken this idea and extended it to suggest the construction of�

� a domain ontology	 which broadly corresponds to de�ning a number of dictio�
naries of domain terms
 It is suggested that the knowledge engineer de�nes
�dictionaries� of

� concepts�

� properties�

� relations�

� expressions �one or more statements of the form property � value	 which
can be conjoined to produce rules�


� a number of domain models
 Typically	 there will be one domain model for
each relation identi�ed� for example	 if the relation causes	A
B� has been
identi�ed then a causal domain model will be de�ned	 which displays all the
terms which are related by the causes relation


In addition	 CommonKADS suggests that a model ontology and model schema
are de�ned
 These represent the domain models at a more abstract level
 The
purpose of these models is to provide an explicit link between the domain models
and the inference structure	 and also to produce a representation which can be
re�used in other KBS applications which perform diagnosis
 The model ontology
represents the domain ontology at a more abstract level �for example	 the relation
subsystem�of in the domain ontology might be represented as part�of in the
model ontology�� the model schema represents all the domain models	 with one
node for each domain model	 using the terms de�ned in the model ontology

The analyses below were carried out using Kads Tool	 which provides good

support for building domain ontologies and de�ning domain models
 TheKads Tool
output for these analyses forms the appendix to �Kingston	 �����
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��� Domain Modelling for the IMPRESS System

Domain ontology� A transcript from an IMPRESS knowledge elicitation session
was used as the basis for the re�engineering exercise
 Concepts	 properties	 relations
and expressions were identi�ed	 created in appropriate dictionaries and linked to
the transcript
 Kads Tool also supports the identi�cation of inferences and tasks
in a transcript� a number of tasks were identi�ed in the IMPRESS transcript
 A
portion of the transcript	 with its associated dictionaries �i
e
 domain ontology�	 is
shown in Figures � and �


Technician� Here�s a faulty part � as you can see	 the fault is black
specks	 on the back face of the moulding	 on the sides of the mould�
ing � all over	 in fact
 �He scratches a speck with his pocket
knife�
 They�re quite deeply embedded � not surface specks
 That
means that the problem is being caused by something in the material
or in the process	 rather than external dust	 or dripping water
 �He
speaks to the machine operator�
 How long has the job been run�
ning�

Figure �� Part of a transcript describing diagnosis of plastic moulding machinery

Concepts �underlined� Properties �in italic font�
concept faulty part� property colour of specks
concept fault� black	 etc
concept specks� property location of specks
concept contaminated material� value�set� all over	 etc�
concept process fault� property depth of specks
concept external dust� value�set� deep	 surface	 etc�
concept dripping water� property duration of job

value�set� value�set� � days	 etc�

Relations �in small caps� Tasks �in bold font�
relation causes� task scratch specks with pocket knife�

task ask duration of job�

Figure � Domain ontology elicited from the transcript shown in Figure �
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Domain models� When the identi�cation of concepts etc
 in the acquired knowl�
edge is complete	 the next step is to build one or more domain models
 The expe�
rience gained on this project suggests that it is wise to use the inference structure
as a guide in deciding which domain models to build
 The con�gured inference
structure for the IMPRESS system �Figure ��	 which is derived from the generic
inference structure for systematic diagnosis tasks�	 suggests that the domain models
might include the following�

� a link between complaints �symptoms� and hypothesised faults �based on the
decompose inference function��

� a link between tests and observable properties �based on the select inference
function��

� a link between observable properties and hypothesised faults �based on the
re�ne inference function��

� a decomposition of a plastic moulding machine into its subcomponents �based
on the system model knowledge role�


All of these suggested relationships are supported by the domain ontology�

� The link between complaints and hypothesised faults is represented by the
relation causes�

� The link between tests and observable properties is represented by the relation
observes�

� The link between observable properties and hypothesised faults is represented
by the relation indicates�

� The decomposition of a plastic moulding machine into its subcomponents is
represented by the relation part of


Four domain models were therefore constructed to represent each of these rela�
tionships
 Part of the behavioural model �which represents the indicates relation�
is shown in Figure �	 using the semantic net representation which is usually used
within Kads Tool to represent domain models


�This inference structure is intended to represent the congured inference structure for the
IMPRESS system� In reality� there is no guidance available for conguring inference structures
for systematic diagnosis tasks� and so this model has been based on actual experience with the
original IMPRESS project�
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complaint

set of tests

normobservable

test

set of
hypotheses

system model

refine

specify

select

decompose

measure

Figure �� Con�gured inference structure for IMPRESS�

�The rounded rectangle around measure indicates that �measure� is not� strictly speaking�
an inference function� instead� it is a transfer task� �see section 
�
�� This syntax is another
innovation in CommonKADS�
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= surface
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too high

material
contaminationindicates
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status = faulty

indicatestemp. reading
= unstable

temperature
unstable

nozzle
faultsindicates

Figure �� Part of the behavioural domain model for IMPRESS

In addition	 there are some concepts which have been identi�ed	 but are not yet
found in any domain model
 This discovery requires a decision from the knowledge
engineer� do these concepts need to be represented in a domain model	 or can
they safely be ignored� In the case of the IMPRESS system	 the extra concepts
included several concepts which referred to various states of the machine� from the
transcript	 it became obvious that a number of tests required the machine to be in
a certain state
 As a result	 a new relation � requires � was created	 and a domain
model of preconditions was built to represent the requirements of tests for certain
states of the machine


Model ontology and model schema� The model schema for IMPRESS is
shown in Figure �
 The terms used �i
e
 the model ontology� can readily be seen to
map each node to one domain model	 with the exception of manifestations	 which
are de�ned as expressions on observable properties
 The relations from the domain
ontology are considered to be su�ciently abstract to be used without alteration
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causes

fault

complaint

test

state of
machine

observes manifestation

indicates

component

requires

Figure �� Model schema for IMPRESS

It can be seen from the model schema that the domain model of machine com�
ponents	 which represents the decomposition of a plastic moulding machine	 has no
links with the remainder of the domain model
 This suggests that the use of an
explicit decomposition of the machine is not essential for the process of diagnosis �
which was actually the case in the original IMPRESS project
 The model schema
can therefore be used to identify concepts which do not need to be built into the
�nal KBS

The nodes and relations in the model schema should map directly to knowledge

roles and inference functions in the inference structure
 The addition of the domain
model of preconditions therefore necessitated a change in the inference structure

The �nal top level inference structure for IMPRESS is shown in Figure �
 �The
double oval for the select inference function indicates that this inference function
is expanded into a more detailed structure at a lower level in the analysis�
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specify
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Figure ��� Final instantiated inference structure for IMPRESS

��� Domain Modelling for the X�MATE Project

The domain model for the X�MATE project turned out to be surprisingly simple

The domain ontology contained many rules but hardly any relations
 As a result	
only two domain models were identi�ed� a hierarchy of professions �since certain
categories of professions are more prone to income �uctuations than others�	 and a
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hierarchy of risks �where the top level nodes in the hierarchy represent the �typical
non�ideal cases� identi�ed in the original X�MATE project�
 The development of
the model ontology proved useful	 because it helped highlight the fact that di�erent
properties had to be acquired from di�erent sources � a factor which was a key to
the design of the X�MATE system	 because the di�erent sources required widely
di�erent amounts of e�ort from the user of X�MATE
 This necessitated a change
to the inference structure� a select inference action and a selected data source
knowledge role were added between the various data sources knowledge role and
the measure transfer task

The �nal inference structure for X�MATE is shown in Figure ��	 which follows

the discussion of the task level
 This is because the development of the task level
for X�MATE resulted in some knowledge roles being identi�ed as static knowledge
roles rather than as dynamic knowledge roles
 Discussion of this transformation
can be found in section �
�


��� Evaluation of Domain Modelling

Performing the task of domain modelling was an enlightening exercise
 The elicita�
tion of a domain ontology and the subsequent construction of domain models was
found to be a valuable exercise for the following reasons�

� It provided models of various aspects of the domain
 This dissection of the
domain	 and the �cross�checking� e�ect of using the same concepts in more
than one domain model	 is an e�ective way of checking that all the necessary
knowledge has been acquired


� It provides a �theory� of the domain which is consistent	 �hopefully� complete	
and which has inter�relationships explicitly represented


� It provides a structured approach to making alterations to an inference struc�
ture �over and above those made during the con�guration process� when
instantiating the inference structure to the domain


� It provides �and possibly uses� re�usable models of the domain


During domain modelling	 however	 some di�culties arose which are worthy of
comment
 The �rst di�culty was simply the sheer number of concepts which can
be found in a transcript
 The domain modelling exercise was carried out using one
transcript of a protocol analysis session	 which contained only � words	 and yet it
produced � concepts and �� other items in the domain ontology
 Since an average
human being can speak at about �	 words per hour �see �Liebowitz	 ������	 the
time required to identify concepts in a single transcript could potentially be very
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large indeed�
 The use of Kads Tool �as opposed to using a highlighter pen and
paper� makes this task feasible	 but it can still be onerous
 A possible solution to
this problem would be to use structured knowledge acquisition techniques such as
the laddered grid	 the repertory grid	 or card sorting ��Diaper	 ������	 but none of
these are likely to acquire all the necessary knowledge ��Burton et al	 ������	 and
none are currently supported by Kads Tool

The second di�culty a�ects the process of domain modelling itself
 The de�

velopment of an inference structure provides guidance to a knowledge engineer on
which concepts and relations can be expected in the domain	 but this is not always
su�cient guidance on determining the ontological type of a fragment of acquired
knowledge
 For example	 if the transcript indicated that the complaint may be due
to a fault in the thermocouplings of the plastic moulding machine	 the choices for
representation in the domain ontology might include�

concept thermocouplings�faulty�

concept thermocouplings
property faulty

value�set yes	 no�

concept thermocouplings
property status

value�set OK	 faulty�

property thermocouplings�status
expression thermocouplings�status  faulty�

An attempt has been made to develop heuristics to help in ontological assign�
ment �e
g
 �If the item can have properties of its own	 then it is a concept� if
it cannot have properties of its own	 it is a property��	 but these heuristics have
proved di�cult to apply	 largely because di�erent domain models present di�erent
views on the knowledge base ��Robertson	 ������

For the domain modelling of IMPRESS	 the inference structure provided suf�

�cient guidance to make most ontological decisions
 �For the record	 the infor�
mation about faulty thermocouplings was represented both as a concept	 since
thermocouplings�faulty is a fault	 and also as a property	 because thermocouplings�
status can be checked by the technician�
 However	 the ontological assignment of
tests presented considerable di�culties
 In the sample application provided with
Kads Tool �diagnosis of faults in a printer�	 tests are considered to be transfer
tasks �tasks in which the user or another external information source transfers
knowledge to the knowledge base�
 This is also true of the IMPRESS project �

�This is acceptable if all these concepts are to be used in the nal KBS� but at this stage of the
modelling process bottom�up assembly is being employed� and so it is not known which concepts
will ultimately be used�
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tests obtain data about the plastic moulding machine	 and this data is reported to
the KBS
 However	 CommonKADS does not allow tasks to have properties � and
yet a key part of the reasoning in IMPRESS is to decide which test to perform
next	 on the basis of the time required for that test and the explanatory power of
the properties which are measured by the test
 In order to represent this	 tests had
to be described both as tasks and as concepts	 which is far from ideal

A �nal di�culty is that domain modelling is only intended to represent semantic

relationships	 hence the use of semantic nets in Kads Tool to represent domain
models
 Semantic networks only allow a given node to appear once in any one
model
 This is a problem when using CommonKADS to model non�semantic rela�
tionships
 An example can be found in �van Beuzekom	 �����	 where modelling of
molecular structures using Kads Tool proved di�cult because organic molecules
may contain many carbon atoms	 and Kads Tool insisted that each atom was
represented using a di�erent concept

On balance	 the construction of domain models and a model schema is deemed

to be a useful activity when constructing a KBS
 The knowledge engineer should	
however	 be aware of the potential di�culties


� The Task Level in CommonKADS� Problem

Solving Methods

The third level of expertise modelling in CommonKADS is the task level
 Com�
monKADS requires a task de�nition to be written	 which is then instantiated into a
task body using one of a number of problem solving methods
 The task speci�cation
can be derived from the inference structure �or rather	 from the CML description
of the inference functions � see the appendix of �Kingston	 ����� for a worked ex�
ample�� the major decision at this stage is which problem solving method to use

Problem solving methods are a prescription of the way in which a certain class of

task de�nitions can be satis�ed
 They specify the relation between a task de�nition
and a task body	 by mapping the task speci�c terms on to the �generic� terms used
in the method description �Wielinga et al	 �����
 It follows that the choice of the
most appropriate problem solving method is made by comparing the task de�nition
with the method description of each problem solving method


��� Choosing a Problem Solving Method for IMPRESS

The top level task de�nition for the IMPRESS system is given below	 using CML
and �rst order predicate logic
 �Note that capital letters such as H and M are used
to represent sets of data
�
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Task de�nition for IMPRESS�

task machine�fault�diagnosis�c	 f�

goal� Find a fault f that explains a given symptom c
� all manifestations observed indicate f
� no other fault is indicated by all the observed manifestations

roles�
case�initial�input� c� complaint
case�user�input� M� set of manifestations
solution� f� fault
task�speci�cation�
covers�f	 c�
� �� m�manifestation indicates�m	f��
� ��� f��fault � covers�f�	c�
� �� M�manifestation indicates�m	f����

� solution�f��
covers�f	 c�
� �� m�manifestation indicates�m	f��
� �� f��fault � covers�f�	c�
� �� m�manifestation indicates�m	f����
� �� t�test observes�t	m� � indicates�m	f��
� perform�t��

The task speci�cation states that fault f is a solution if�

� f covers �i
e is capable of causing� the observed complaint�

� all the manifestations �observed properties� indicate that f could be true�

� there is no other fault for which the above two conditions are true


However	 if there are still two or more faults under suspicion	 the task speci��
cation states that a test should be performed to investigate one of those faults

The knowledge engineer�s task now is to choose a problem solving method
 In

this example	 the choice has been narrowed down to two options� generate and test
or con�rmation by exclusion
 The method de�nitions for these are given below


Problem solving method� generate and test�

problem solving method generate and test
goal� G� find�s�solution�

task�characterisation�
criterion��s� � criterion��s� � solution�s�
control�roles�

��



c� complaint
h� hypothesis � solution
sub�tasks�
generate�complaint	 hypothesis�
test�hypothesis�
method�de�nition�
A�� � x solution�x� � generate�x�
A�� � x generate�x� � test�x� � solution�x�
A�� � x generate�x� � criterion��x�
A�� � x test�x� � criterion��x�
A� � A� � A� � A� ��P�� � s solution�s�
task�expression�schema P�
repeat

generate�c	h�
until test�h�
result�h�

Problem solving method� con�rmation by exclusion�

problem solving method con�rmation by exclusion
goal� G� find�s�solution�

task�characterisation�
criterion��s� � �� criterion��s� � solution�s�
control�roles�
c� complaint
h� hypothesis � solution
H� set of hypotheses
M� set of manifestations
n� number of hypotheses in H
sub�tasks�
generate�complaint	 set of hypotheses�
test�hypothesis�
re�ne�set of hypotheses�
compute�number of hypotheses in set of hypotheses�
method�de�nition�
A�� � x solution�x� � generate�x�
A�� � x generate�x� � set�manifestations� � solution�x�
A�� � x generate�x� � set�manifestations� � criterion��x�
A�� � x generate�x� � set�manifestations� � criterion��x�
A� � A� � A� � A� ��P�� � s solution�s�
task�expression�schema P�
generate�c	H�

�



repeat

test�h� � M
re�ne�M	 H�

until

n � �

IMPRESS task body� It is clear that these two method de�nitions are very
similar
 Both can be applied if the task speci�cation can be interpreted as a con�
junction of two criteria	 and both involve generating and repeatedly testing hy�
potheses
 However	 the task characterisation of the method for con�rmation by
exclusion indicates that the method is dependent on the non�existence of the sec�
ond criterion	 which is a key feature of the task speci�cation
 Further examination
of the task reveals that it ful�ls all the statements of the method de�nition	 and so
con�rmation by exclusion is chosen as the problem solving method for IMPRESS

The resulting task body is as follows�

IMPRESS task body�

task body
sub�goals�
G�� find all fault states h with covers�h	c�
G�� test a manifestation m such that h 	 H

� indicates�m	 h�
G�� refine the set of hypotheses by removing all h for which

indicates��m	 h�
sub�tasks�
G�� generate�c	H�
G�� test�h � m�
G�� re�ne�m	 H�
control�roles�
hypothesis h� fault
manifestation m� manifestation
number of hypotheses in H n� positive integer
task�expression
generate�c	H�
repeat

test�h� � m
re�ne�m	 H�

until

n � �

��



��� Choosing a Problem Solving Method for X�MATE

The task modelling for X�MATE produced a very simple task structure
 The reason
for this is that much of the knowledge required for mortgage application assessment
� the speci�cation of a measurement system	 the speci�cation of risk indicators	
and so on � has been compiled into a set of rules
 In CommonKADS terminology	
much of the inference has been done in advance	 producing knowledge roles which
are now static knowledge roles	 from the viewpoint of the KBS
 Figure �� shows
an inference structure which indicates the processing which is actually performed
by X�MATE
 The obvious problem solving method for such a problem is to use
rule�based pattern matching
 CommonKADS does not yet provide any guidance
on choosing an appropriate rule�based paradigm �e
g
 forward chaining vs back�
ward chaining�� some heuristic guidance can be found in the �probing questions�
approach of �Kline � Dolins	 ����� �see also �Kingston	 ����� and �MacNee	 ������


��� Evaluation of Task Modelling

It can be seen that the task body for IMPRESS shown above provides a much
more detailed prescription for the design phase of CommonKADS than the task
structure in the KADS methodology
 The use of problem solving methods is
therefore recommended
 The main di�culty is that the library of problem solv�
ing methods currently contains just one method �generate and test	 speci�ed in
�Wielinga et al	 ������ � the method for con�rmation by exclusion was de�ned in
the course of this project	 thus doubling the current size of the library! It is there�
fore unsurprising that little is known about techniques for choosing between similar
problem solving methods
 It is hoped that such techniques will be developed in due
course
 �For guidance on development on problem solving methods	 and a theoret�
ical underpinning of them	 see �Akkermans et al	 ������


��
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Figure ��� The actual inferences performed by X�MATE

� Conclusion

The process of re�engineering two existing KBS applications into CommonKADS
has shown that the re�nements introduced to expertise modelling by CommonKADS
are all useful techniques	 and are recommended for future KBS projects
 However	
the guidance on con�guring inference structures and the library of problem solving
methods are currently very sparse	 and need to be expanded greatly for Com�
monKADS techniques to be widely usable
 Domain modelling in CommonKADS

��



has undergone the greatest transformation of all from KADS� it encourages greater
understanding of the domain	 provides explicit links with �and justi�cation for
adaptations to� the inference level	 and aids in the development of re�usable do�
main models
 Domain modelling can be a big task	 however� it would be made
easier by the provision of some guidance on ontological classi�cation
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